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Resumen Ejecutivo

RESUMEN EJECUTIVO
El desarrollo de nuevas aplicaciones de las ontologías en los últimos años ha creado una
nueva disciplina llamada Ingeniería Ontológica, que cubre el proceso de construcción de
ontologías: las representaciones formales, explícitas y compartidas de los conceptos
comprendidos en un dominio determinado y de las relaciones entre los mismos.
Las ontologías están constituidas por individuos, clases, relaciones y axiomas formales.
Una clase es un conjunto de individuos, normalmente organizados en taxonomías, que pueden
ser sometidos a relaciones de herencia. Individuos son cada uno de los elementos
pertenecientes a una clase. Las relaciones son vínculos entre elementos (que pueden ser clases
o individuos) del dominio considerado. Los axiomas formales representan información que es
siempre verdadera.
El uso de modelos basados en ontologías y tecnologías semánticas (representaciones
formales de los significados de la información) da ciertas ventajas que explican el potencial de
este enfoque:


Permiten compartir el conocimiento de manera que sea comprensible para cada uno de
los diferentes agentes involucrados en el sistema.



Permiten definir los conceptos y relaciones del dominio de conocimiento considerado
de forma explícita.



Proveen una gran capacidad de razonamiento.



Proveen un lenguaje, o conjunto de vocabularios, que permite evitar ambigüedades.



La estructura ontológica sirve de guía para escanear el dominio en búsqueda de algo
concreto.



Mejoran la interoperabilidad entre diferentes plataformas de software.



Permiten la integración de datos.



Usan la representación canónica de la información (basada en tripletes sujeto predicado - objeto). Cualquier base de datos existente puede transformarse en forma
de tripletes de este tipo.



Utilizan la Open World Assumption (OWA), que permite la combinación de información
de distintas fuentes y facilita tratar con incertidumbre.



Permiten un modelado incremental del dominio, lo cual implica que si se debe añadir
nueva información a la base de conocimiento no es necesario reestructurarla, puesto
que la información que estaba ya contenida en ella no se ve afectada por la inclusión de
nuevo conocimiento.

En el contexto de la conocida como cuarta revolución industrial (abreviando Industry 4.0),
son muchas las nuevas tecnologías que se están comenzando a aplicar a la industria. El proyecto
financiado por la Unión Europea llamado SatisFactory Project pretende crear fábricas
inteligentes en las que el grado de satisfacción de los trabajadores sea muy alto. De cara a
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alcanzar este propósito, entre las acciones a tomar propuestas por el SatisFactory Project, está
el uso de bases de conocimiento dinámicas y de Sistemas de Soporte a las Decisiones.
Debido a ello, el objetivo de este proyecto es, precisamente, construir un modelo
ontológico, a su vez base de conocimiento, que sirva de Sistema de Soporte a las Decisiones
para la gestión de las competencias de trabajadores industriales.
Es fundamental para una empresa conocer en todo momento cuál es el potencial de cada
uno de sus trabajadores. Antes de pensar en contratar a un nuevo empleado para una posición
de trabajo concreta que necesita ser cubierta, sería mejor primero poder comprobar fácilmente
si alguno de los trabajadores actuales es capaz de desempeñar ese puesto.
Toda posición de trabajo requiere de unas aptitudes o competencias que debe tener el
empleado que vaya a desempeñarla. Por ello, si una empresa quiere saber cuáles de sus
empleados podrían ejercer satisfactoriamente una actividad concreta, sería necesario que esta
tuviera un control en tiempo real de las competencias de cada uno de sus trabajadores.
Un problema adicional es que las competencias o aptitudes no son fáciles de definir,
pudiendo haber varias descripciones que, pretendiendo expresar lo mismo, usen términos
distintos. Surge entonces la necesidad de que el modelo sea capaz de relacionar conceptos y
expresiones sinónimas, a través de un lenguaje basado en metadatos (gracias a tecnologías
semánticas) que evite dicha ambigüedad.
En este documento se va a presentar un modelo ontológico dinámico basado en tecnologías
semánticas. Este modelo permitirá tener un registro en tiempo real de las competencias de los
trabajadores de una empresa; deducir si son capaces de desempeñar una posición de trabajo
distinta a la suya; y, también, si están capacitados para realizar satisfactoriamente actividades
concretas.
Para la construcción de este modelo se han tomado ciertos elementos ontológicos presentes
en las diversas publicaciones analizadas relacionadas con este tema y se han combinado con
muchos otros que han sido específicamente creados según resultaba necesario para cubrir
determinados puntos relevantes.
El software de modelado de ontologías usado para este proyecto es Protégé, una
plataforma de código abierto desarrollada por la Universidad de Stanford.
El modelo propuesto contiene las siguientes clases y subclases:
 Activity: tarea concreta que se debe realizar repetidamente en el ambiente de trabajo
considerado.
 ActivityOccurrence: evento que ocurre en un lugar y momento específicos que sirve de
preparación para poder realizar satisfactoriamente una cierta actividad.
 Capability: competencia o aptitud de un trabajador.
 MeasuredCapability: subclase de Capability. Es la combinación de una
competencia o aptitud y un nivel de experiencia concreto en esa competencia.
HighCapability: subclase de MeasuredCapability. Denota un nivel alto en
una cierta competencia.
MediumCapability: subclase de MeasuredCapability. Denota un nivel
medio en una cierta competencia.
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LowCapability: subclase de MeasuredCapability. Denota un nivel bajo en
una cierta competencia.
 JobPosition: puesto de trabajo.
 MeasuredJobPosition: subclase de JobPosition. Representa la combinación de una
posición de trabajo con un cierto nivel de experiencia.
ExperiencedJobPosition: subclase de MeasuredJobPosition. Denota un
nivel de experiencia alto en el desempeño de una posición de trabajo.
IntermediateJobPosition: subclase de MeasuredJobPosition. Denota un
nivel de experiencia intermedio en el desempeño de una posición de
trabajo.
NoviceJobPosition: subclase de MeasuredJobPosition. Denota un nivel de
experiencia bajo en el desempeño de una posición de trabajo.
 Worker: trabajador.
 CandidateToMeasuredJobPosition: subclase de Worker. Contiene a todos los
trabajadores que son elegibles (que satisfacen los requerimientos) para poder
desempeñar al menos un puesto de trabajo.
CandidateToExperiencedJobPosition:
subclase
de
CandidateToMeasuredJobPosition. Incluye a todos los trabajadores que son
elegibles para trabajar en al menos una ExperiencedJobPosition.
CandidateToIntermediateJobPosition:
subclase
de
CandidateToMeasuredJobPosition. Incluye a todos los trabajadores que son
elegibles para trabajar en al menos una IntermediateJobPosition.
CandidateToNoviceJobPosition:
subclase
de
CandidateToMeasuredJobPosition. Incluye a todos los trabajadores que son
elegibles para trabajar en al menos una NoviceJobPosition.
En la siguiente imagen pueden verse de forma esquemática las clases y subclases que vienen
de ser explicadas:
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Ilustración 1: Esquema de las clases y subclases del modelo propuesto

Adicionalmente, el modelo contiene propiedades de objeto, que sirven para relacionar dos
clases entre sí. Se corresponden con los predicados de la representación canónica de la
información, uniendo un sujeto con un objeto. Las propiedades de objeto presentes en el
modelo propuesto son las siguientes:
 hasCandidateWorker: relaciona a cada individuo perteneciente a la clase
MeasuredJobPosition con uno o más individuos de la clase Worker. Su significado es que
un cierto puesto de trabajo puede ser desempeñado con un nivel de experiencia
concreto por un conjunto de trabajadores.
 canBeDoneBy: relaciona a cada individuo perteneciente a la clase Activity con un
individuo de la clase MeasuredJobPosition. Especifica que para poder realizar
exitosamente una actividad concreta es necesario trabajar (o cumplir los requisitos para
trabajar) en una cierta posición de trabajo teniendo un nivel de experiencia
determinado.
 hasCurrentMeasuredJobPosition: relaciona a cada individuo perteneciente a la clase
Worker con un individuo de la clase MeasuredJobPosition. Con esta propiedad se afirma
que el trabajador tiene actualmente un puesto concreto y que puede desempeñarlo con
un cierto nivel.
 hasMeasuredCapability: relaciona a cada individuo perteneciente a la clase Worker con
un conjunto de individuos de la clase MeasuredCapability. Con esta propiedad se afirma
que el trabajador tiene una competencia, especificando también su nivel en esa aptitud.
 isEligibleFor: relaciona a cada individuo perteneciente a la clase Worker con un conjunto
de individuos de la clase MeasuredJobPosition. Es la propiedad inversa de
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hasCandidateWorker. Mediante esta propiedad se afirma que un trabajador posee los
requisitos necesarios para poder desempeñar una posición de trabajo concreta con un
cierto nivel de experiencia.
 isMeasuredCapabilityOf: relaciona a cada individuo perteneciente a la clase
MeasuredCapability con un individuo de la clase Capability. Esta propiedad es una de las
dos que permiten asociar una competencia con un grado de experiencia para formar, de
esta manera, cada individuo de la clase MeasuredCapability. La otra propiedad necesaria
para formar esta asociación es hasExperienceLevelMC, que será explicada
posteriormente.
 isMeasuredJobPositionOf: relaciona a cada individuo perteneciente a la clase
MeasuredJobPosition con un individuo de la clase JobPosition. Esta propiedad es una de
las dos que permiten asociar un puesto de trabajo con un grado de experiencia para
formar, de esta manera, cada individuo de la clase MeasuredJobPosition. La otra
propiedad necesaria para formar esta asociación es hasExperienceLevelMJP, que será
explicada posteriormente.
 isOccurrenceOf: relaciona a cada individuo de la clase ActivityOccurrence con uno o más
individuos de la clase Activity. Esta propiedad relaciona un evento en tiempo y espacio
(como podría ser, por ejemplo, un curso de formación) con la actividad para la que sirve
de preparación.
 isRealizableByWorker: relaciona individuos de la clase Activity con uno o más individuos
de la clase Worker. Indica que una actividad concreta puede ser realizada
satisfactoriamente por un trabajador o conjunto de trabajadores concreto.
 participatesIn: relaciona individuos de la clase Worker con uno o más individuos
pertenecientes a la clase ActivityOccurence. A través de esta propiedad se afirma que
un trabajador ha participado en una ActivityOccurrence, es decir, en un evento que sirve
de preparación para una cierta actividad.
 requiresCapability: relaciona a cualquier individuo de la clase JobPosition con un
conjunto de individuos de la clase Capability. Con esta propiedad se especifican los
requisitos en forma de competencias para poder desempeñar exitosamente un puesto
de trabajo concreto.
 requiresMeasuredCapability: relaciona a cada individuo de la clase
MeasuredJobPosition con un conjunto de individuos de la clase MeasuredCapability. El
objetivo de esta propiedad es muy similar al de la anterior, pero la diferencia está en
que aquí se especifica un grado de experiencia concreto en los requisitos, al tratarse de
MeasuredJobPosition y de MeasuredCapability en lugar de JobPosition y de Capability.
Por último, las propiedades de datos del modelo relacionan ciertas clases con valores
numéricos. En este caso sólo son necesarias para especificar niveles o grados de experiencia. El
modelo consta de dos propiedades de este tipo:
 hasExperienceLevelMC: relaciona individuos de la clase MeasuredCapability con valores
de tipo números enteros. Su función es asociar niveles de experiencia con
competencias. Un valor igual a 3 implica un nivel alto en esa competencia, un valor igual
a 2 implica un nivel medio y un valor igual a 1 implica un nivel bajo.
 hasExperienceLevelMJP: relaciona individuos de la clase MeasuredJobPosition con
valores de tipo números enteros. Su función es asociar niveles de experiencia con
Fernando Castañeda García-Rozas
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puestos de trabajo. Un valor igual a 3 implica ser experto en esa posición, un valor igual
a 2 implica un nivel intermedio y un valor igual a 1 implica un nivel correspondiente al
de un principiante en esa posición.
En el siguiente esquema puede verse la estructura de la base de conocimiento del modelo,
con todas las clases y subclases y las propiedades de objeto de las que consta. A través del código
de colores puede distinguirse cada propiedad.

Ilustración 2: Estructura de la base de conocimiento del modelo

Ilustración 3: Código de colores de las relaciones entre clases
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Una vez seleccionados los elementos ontológicos (clases y propiedades) que van a estar
presentes en el modelo, la estructura de la base de conocimiento ya está construida. Queda por
aportar el poder de razonamiento necesario para cumplir las funciones requeridas. Esto se
consigue a través del uso de reglas de inferencia escritas en SWRL (Semantic Web Rule
Language).
En el modelo, diversas reglas de inferencia han sido necesarias para poder obtener los
resultados deseados. Una breve explicación del fundamento de cada una de ellas se presenta a
continuación:
 R-1 - Requirements of MeasuredJobPosition: Si un conjunto de competencias es
necesario para poder desempeñar una posición de trabajo concreta, entonces, para
poder ejercer esa posición de trabajo con un nivel de experiencia concreto, es necesario
tener todas las competencias necesarias con el nivel de experiencia correspondiente.
 R-2 - Current Job Position: Si un trabajador está actualmente desempeñando una
posición de trabajo con un cierto nivel de experiencia, este debe tener las competencias
necesarias para poder trabajar en esa posición con el nivel de experiencia
correspondiente.
 R-3 - Participation in ActivityOccurrence: Si un trabajador ha participado en una
actividad concreta y para la realización de esa actividad se necesitan unas ciertas
competencias con un cierto nivel de experiencia, entonces ese trabajador debe tener
esas competencias con ese nivel de experiencia.
 R-4 Conjunto de reglas - Eligibility of a Worker for a MeasuredJobPosition: Cada una
de las reglas que constituye este conjunto se corresponde a una posición de trabajo con
un nivel de experiencia concreto. El significado de cada una de estas reglas es que, si un
trabajador cumple los requisitos para poder ejercer una posición de trabajo con un nivel
de experiencia concreto, entonces ese trabajador debe considerarse como elegible para
poder desempeñar dicha profesión con el nivel de experiencia considerado.
 R-5 - Experience Level Relationships: Si un trabajador posee una competencia o aptitud
con un cierto nivel, entonces también debe poder mostrar esa competencia o aptitud a
niveles inferiores al suyo.
 R-6 - Candidates for Activities: Si un trabajador es elegible para una determinada
posición de trabajo con un cierto nivel de experiencia y una actividad concreta puede
ser realizada por esa posición de trabajo con ese nivel de experiencia, entonces ese
trabajador puede realizar exitosamente esa actividad.
Con los distintos elementos ontológicos expuestos y las reglas de inferencia que acaban de
ser descritas, el modelo está completamente definido. Para probar su validez, este es aplicado
a un caso de estudio con datos reales provenientes del SatisFactory Project.
Los datos recibidos simulan el caso de un taller de fabricación que consta de once
trabajadores repartidos en seis puestos de trabajo distintos. Las distintas competencias a
considerar son veinte y las actividades a realizar repetidamente en el ámbito de la planta de
fabricación son una lista de cincuenta y siete.
De cada una de las veinte competencias provenientes de la base de datos (que serán
miembros de la clase Capabilities en el modelo), se crean tres MeasuredCapabilities: una para
cada nivel de experiencia (bajo, medio y alto).
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De manera similar, de cada uno de los puestos de trabajo considerados (que serán miembros
de la clase JobPosition) se crean tres MeasuredJobPosition: una para el nivel de experto, otra
para el intermedio y la última para el nivel de principiante.
Tras someter el modelo propuesto al caso de estudio, los resultados obtenidos demuestran
que funciona correctamente y que tiene la alta capacidad de razonamiento que se esperaba.
Para todo trabajador, el modelo es capaz de deducir cuáles son sus competencias y cuál es
su nivel para cada una de esas aptitudes; qué posiciones de trabajo podría desempeñar y con
qué nivel debería de poder ejercerlas; y qué actividades debería ser capaz de realizar.
En las siguientes imágenes se muestran ejemplos de los resultados obtenidos. El análisis de
cada una de las deducciones hechas por el modelo y la demostración de que todas ellas son
apropiadas no se ha incluido en este resumen, pero sí aparece en la sección Case Study de este
documento.
El texto resaltado en negrita indica que el conocimiento proviene de la base de datos del
caso de estudio. En cambio, el texto con fondo amarillento es conocimiento que el modelo ha
sido capaz de deducir por sí mismo.

Ilustración 4: Relaciones resultantes para IntermediateProcessTechnician

Puede observarse en la imagen anterior que, tras el proceso de razonamiento, se ha
concluido que el trabajador W1 es capaz de desempeñar la posición de Process Technician con
un nivel intermedio.

Ilustración 5: Relaciones resultantes para la actividad ET_A14

En la Ilustración 5 se puede ver que el modelo ha concluido que una cierta actividad (cuyo
código es ET_A14) puede ser llevada a cabo satisfactoriamente por los trabajadores W1, W9 y
W11.
Fernando Castañeda García-Rozas
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Tras la demostración de que el modelo funciona correctamente, queda probado que es
factible utilizar ontologías para la gestión de recursos humanos de una empresa. Además, la alta
capacidad de razonamiento demostrada y la facilidad para adaptarse rápidamente a cambios en
la base de conocimiento, entre otras ventajas, hacen que estos modelos sean cada vez más
atractivos.
Es posible, por tanto, pensar que, en un futuro cercano, si se da difusión a proyectos de
este tipo, empresas líderes podrían comenzar a aplicar modelos ontológicos para la gestión de
sus recursos humanos.
La reducción de costes en la gestión de recursos humanos permitiría a las empresas ser más
eficientes. Este hecho podría dar lugar a un gran impacto socioeconómico proveniente de la
creación de riqueza, de nuevos puestos de trabajo, de una posible bajada de los precios de sus
productos o de una mejora en la calidad de estos. A su vez, la implantación de este modelo
podría mejorar la moral de los trabajadores y su actitud, al ver más oportunidades de ascender
y comprobar que el hecho de participar en cursos de formación les puede brindar nuevas
oportunidades. Esta motivación añadida podría verse reflejada, además, en una subida de la
productividad de la empresa.
En cuanto a impacto medioambiental, no hay razones para pensar que la aplicación de este
modelo pudiera generar efectos negativos. Al contrario, una empresa más eficiente sería capaz
de adaptarse más rápidamente a nuevas tecnologías, que, generalmente, serán más
beneficiosas para el medio ambiente.
Un análisis más detallado de los posibles impactos socioeconómicos y medioambientales
derivados de este proyecto se encuentra en el Appendix F de este trabajo.

Responsabilidad Profesional
En todo momento, durante la realización de este trabajo, se han respetado ciertos
principios éticos fundamentales que garantizan un comportamiento correcto del ingeniero hacia
la sociedad.
En concreto, se ha prestado especial atención a asegurar la veracidad de cada una de las
partes del proyecto, a contribuir en la divulgación del conocimiento, a ayudar en la medida de
lo posible al progreso científico, a proteger el medio ambiente, a mantener la confidencialidad
de cierta información y a evitar el plagio o cualquier infracción de los derechos de propiedad
intelectual.
Un análisis más detallado de responsabilidad profesional se encuentra en el Appendix G de
este documento.

Planificación Temporal
El trabajo ha sido realizado íntegramente durante el segundo semestre de este curso
académico 2016-2017, con una dedicación de, aproximadamente, veinticinco horas semanales.
En la Estructura de Descomposición del Trabajo (Ilustración 6) se aporta un desglose
detallado de las tareas que ha supuesto la realización de este trabajo, mientras que la
distribución temporal de estas tareas queda reflejada en el diagrama de Gantt expuesto en la
Ilustración 7.
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Ilustración 6: Estructura de Descomposición del Trabajo (EDT)
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Ilustración 7: Diagrama de Gantt
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Presupuesto
Los costes asociados a este proyecto ascienden a un total de 10.738,03 €, valor que incluye
un 8% de TVA (impuesto equivalente al IVA en Suiza).
El 98 % del total se corresponde a recursos humanos, el 1.4 % a recursos materiales y el
restante 0.6 % a licencias de software.
Añadiendo un margen de beneficios para la empresa del 10 % sobre el precio final, el
presupuesto de este proyecto asciende a 11.931,14 €.
Un desglose detallado de este presupuesto, incluyendo la procedencia de cada uno de los
costes, puede encontrarse en el Appendix E de este documento.

Presentación de la Universidad
Este proyecto ha sido realizado en la École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL). El
laboratorio de dicha Universidad que propuso el tema del proyecto es el ICT Laboratory for
Sustainable Manufacturing, a cuya cabeza está el profesor Dimitris Kiritsis, el cual ha
desempeñado el papel de supervisor de este trabajo. Este profesor tiene un gran prestigio
internacional y su actividad investigadora se centra en la Gestión del Ciclo de Vida del Producto,
donde ha sabido aplicar modelos ontológicos con gran éxito.

Palabras Clave
Ingeniería Ontológica, Ontologías, Tecnologías Semánticas, Base de Conocimiento, Sistema
de Soporte a las Decisiones, Industry 4.0, SatisFactory Project, Gestión por Competencias,
Recursos Humanos.

Glosario


Ontología: representación formal, explícita y compartida de los conceptos
comprendidos en un dominio determinado y de las relaciones entre los mismos.



Tecnologías semánticas: representaciones formales de los significados de la
información. Son una fundamentación conceptual de cómo la información está
modelada e interrelacionada, no tienen una aplicación por sí mismas.



Base de conocimiento: tecnología usada para el almacenamiento de datos que contiene
información estructurada, representada de forma explícita en una ontología.



Sistema basado en el conocimiento: programa o conjunto de programas que tienen
capacidad de razonamiento y que, a partir de una base de conocimiento, son capaces
de resolver problemas complejos.



Sistema de Soporte a las Decisiones (SSD): sistema informático que sirve de apoyo en
el proceso de toma de decisiones. Normalmente, esto se concretiza en mostrar y
clasificar las alternativas posibles.



Open World Assumption (OWA): paradigma por el que se considera que el hecho de no
afirmar explícitamente la veracidad de una declaración no implica que esta sea falsa,
simplemente no se sabe si es cierta o falsa.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1.

Ontology Engineering

The development of ontologies during the past years has released a new engineering
discipline called Ontology Engineering. It is defined as the field that covers the ontology
development process, studying also the methods and methodologies used for building them.
In this context, ontologies and semantics technologies have already been utilized for
different purposes, typically in the Semantic Web project of the World Wide Web Consortium,
but they have also been proved to be useful in a wide range of different fields such as Medicine
(Chen, Huang, Bau, & Chen, 2012), Tourism (García-Crespo, López-Cuadrado, Colomo-Palacios,
González-Carrasco, & Ruiz-Mezcua, 2011), Product Lifecycle Management (Kiritsis, 2010),
(Kiritsis, 2011), Cognitive Radios (He, et al., 2010) or Flexible Manufacturing (Lepuschitz, Zoitl,
Vallée, & Merdan, 2011), (Alsafi & Vyatkin, 2010).
In order to clarify to the reader what are the meanings of some of the most important terms
of this report, an explanation is provided.
An ontology is a formal, shared and explicit representation of the concepts within a domain
and the relationships among these concepts (Guarino, 1998). An ontology should be machinereadable, which makes it formal; the elements that are used should be explicitly defined, which
makes it explicit; and it should be accepted in a community, which makes it shared. They are
frequently used in artificial intelligence and knowledge representation.
The main components of an ontology are instances, classes, relations and formal axioms. A
class is a set of individuals, usually organized in taxonomies that can be subjected to inheritance
mechanisms. Instances are each of the individuals or elements belonging to a class. Relations
represent links between elements (classes or instances) of the domain. Formal axioms model
information that is known to be true.
Ontologies can be classified by their degree of formalism (Bergman, 2007), with the most
formals having the greatest expressiveness and inference power. Following this principle, an
ontology with low formality would be a standard web page or a blog page; an ontology of a
medium formality would be, for example, a topic map; and a highly formal ontology would be
the data format RDF (Resource Description Framework) and the OWL (Ontology Web Language).
Highly formal ontologies are more difficult to build but also more powerful.
Semantic technologies are formal representations of the meanings of data. Indeed, they are
a conceptual foundation to how information is modeled and interrelated and not an application
by their own (Bergman, 2011).
A Knowledge Base (KB) is a technology used for the storage of data. The difference between
a knowledge base and a database is that the first contains structured data, explicitly represented
in some kind of ontology in the form of classes, instances and relations. By the use of inference
engines, it permits to deduce conclusions that could have been not known in advance.
Knowledge-based systems are one or more computer programs that reason and use
knowledge bases to solve complex problems (Bergman, 2014). They consist of a knowledge base
and a reasoning system. This reasoning system makes conclusions from the available knowledge
no matter how it is described (synonyms, slang, acronyms, etc.).
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A Decision Support System (DSS) is an information system that assists in the process of
decision-making. Typically, this takes shape in showing and ranking the different possible
alternatives.
The implementation of ontology-based models that use semantic technologies gives some
important advantages that explain the potential of this approach. These benefits are explained
in the following paragraphs of this report.
Ontologies enable the sharing of common understanding of the domain knowledge among
the different agents involved and help make explicit the definition of a domain. Moreover,
ontologies provide the power of reasoning and inheritance, and they are a source of
vocabularies helpful for disambiguating context. They also serve as guiding structure for
scanning within a domain (Bergman, 2007).
Implementing semantics technologies in ontology models adds other advantages that
cannot be discounted: it improves the interoperability between different software platforms
and the integration of data (Kiritsis, 2011).
Another advantage of utilizing semantic technologies comes from the RDF (Resource
Description Framework) data model, which is based on triplets (subject – predicate – object)
that constitute the canonical representation of information. Any existing schema or structure
can be represented in this form (Bergman, 2011), which clearly can be useful.
Semantics technologies accept the so-called Open World Assumption (OWA). In contrast
with the common relational model that uses the Closed World Assumption (CWA) and,
therefore, only considers as objects and properties of the domain the ones that are explicitly
present in the database, the Open World Assumption states that not because an object or a
property is not said to be present it means that it is not. Consequently, the only thing that can
be said in that case is that it is not known if it is present or not. This assumption permits the
combination of information from multiple sources and facilitates dealing with uncertainty and
incompleteness.
The use of semantic technologies also allows the incremental modelling of domains. This is
an important advantage and a source of potential economic benefits for the enterprise because
it means that if new information has to be added to the knowledge base, the information that
already exists does not need to get affected by that change and, therefore, the whole database
does not have to be restructured.
All of the points explained above could play in favor of a manufacturing enterprise if
implemented. This is why, in this report, an applied ontology model is proposed so that a more
efficient human resources planning can be achieved inside a company.

1.2.

Semantic Technologies and Competency Management

In this section, a state of the art analysis of the applied ontologies that could be useful for
this project is presented. This study is centered on the applied ontology-based models on human
resources, competency management and decision making.
A flexible and extensible ontology-based model to treat with competencies of workers was
proposed by (García-Barriocanal, Sicilia, & Sánchez-Alonso, 2012). In this paper, the General
Competency Schema (GCS) is presented, an ontology-based model expressed in OWL that is
supposed to cover the need for a common ontology to compute with competencies. The GCS is
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intended to be a base schema that should be extended before being adopted for a concrete
case.
The elements of the GCS that could be useful for this project have been classified in three
sets. The first one is composed of the elements needed to describe a competency. These are
CompetencyDefinition
and
CompetencyElementDefinition
with
its
subclasses
KnowledgeElementDefinition, SkillDefinition and AttitudeDefinition. The second set covers the
elements needed for measuring the experience level of a worker and the experience level
required for a specific job position. These elements are CompetencyProcessor-MeasuredLevel,
CompetencyElement-RequiredLevel and Competency-RequiredLevel. Finally, the third set is
composed by the ontology elements needed to describe the workers and the job positions of
the enterprise: oc-Processor, JobPositionDefinition, oc-JobPosition. The prefix oc- means that the
class definition is borrowed from the OpenCyc ontology.

Figure 1: General Competency Schema (GCS)

There are also two predicates considered in the model: computeGap, which calculates the
distance of an individual to achieve the level required of a certain competency; and similarTo,
which states a relation between competencies so that the lack in one can be compensated by
an excess in the other.
As inference rule, it states that if a job position is completely defined, a worker satisfying its
requirements should be inferred to that job position.
A ranking algorithm for the comparison of competencies is proposed by (Gatteschi,
Lamberti, Sanna, & Demartini, 2011). The result of the evaluation of this algorithm for a concrete
worker and a job position corresponds to the number of competency elements that are needed
to exercise that job position but that the worker does not have. This means that a ranking equal
to zero is the best possible. The authors also provide an algorithm that returns the list of
competencies that the worker does not have and that are required for the job position that is
being considered.
Other semantic similarities algorithms are explained in (Berkani & Nouali, 2013). These
algorithms are applied to learning courses recommendation but, as they compare the semantic
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differences between two sets of components, they could be extrapolated for the comparison of
the requirements of a job position and the competencies of a worker.
In this paper, a table of similarity rules between the domains of interest of a member and
the domains covered by a learning order is presented. The values obtained from this table will
be afterwards introduced in the algorithm.

Table 1: Similarity rules (Berkani & Nouali, 2013)

The algorithm simply consists in calculating the average similarity between all the domains
of a learning order and the domains of interest of the worker. If the result is higher than a
threshold, then the learning course is recommended to the worker.
In this same paper, another algorithm is provided but, this time, it compares the domains of
expertise of a worker with the domains covered by a learning order. It takes into consideration,
apart from the similarity rules explained above, the degree of expertise of the worker and the
relevance of that learning domain.
The algorithms that are proposed in the last two articles could be helpful to develop a model
that classifies the workers of an enterprise by their proximity to satisfying the requirements of
a certain job position.
In (Bekkaoui, Karray, & Sari, 2015), an experience feedback model is developed to select
experts in the context of a diagnostic and repair situation, taking into consideration for this
selection their previous experience. After each situation is resolved, the analysis and results are
stored in case they could be useful in the future. This way, experience knowledge is explicitly
represented so that it can be accessed and reused by different agents.
An ontological model for representing, inferring and validating competencies over time is
presented in (Fazel-Zarandi & Fox, 2012). It is an extension of the Process Specification Language
(PSL) and its main elements are the following:


Activity: an action, a reusable behavior.



ActivityOcurrence: an action that takes place at a specific moment.



Skill: a capacity of a worker.



KnowledgeField: a discipline.



State: a property that can change due to the occurrence of an activity.



MeasuredAttribute: any measurable requirement.



ProficiencyLevel: ranking of the ability of a worker to perform the activities that are
enabled by a skill.
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UnitOfMeasurement: the units used for the MeasuredAttribute.



SpecificationSet: range of values that a MeasuredAttribute can take.



Person: a worker.



Test: a test of a particular ProficiencyLevel on a Skill.

1. Introduction

The authors give a detailed range of axioms and inference rules expressed in First Order
Logic. The main inference rules will now be explained so that the reader can understand easily
the reasoning process of this ontology-based model.
In this model, a sufficient value of a MeasuredAttribute demonstrates that a Person has a
Skill at a certain ProficiencyLevel. Simultaneously, having a Skill at a certain ProficiencyLevel
might enable the worker to perform a set of Activities. This means that in order to be able to do
an activity, the worker has to proof that he has reached a required level of proficiency in each
of the skills required for that activity.
A clearer view of the elements and the relations among them is given in the next diagram:

Figure 2: Relations between elements (Fazel-Zarandi & Fox, 2012)

It is particularly interesting of this model, from a Human Resource (HR) recruiting point of
view, that the authors also treat the non-trivial subject of the reliability of sources of information
about the skills of the workers. For that, the element of SkillStatement is defined as an
affirmation saying that a worker possesses a skill at a certain level of proficiency. Five different
states of skill statements are defined:


Demonstrated: the worker has demonstrated the skill at a level of proficiency higher
or equal to the one that was stated.



Probable: it is probable that the worker has the skill at a level of proficiency higher
or equal to the one that was stated.



Possible: it is possible that the worker has the skill at a level of proficiency higher or
equal to the one that was stated.
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Refuted: the worker does not have the skill at the level of proficiency that was
stated.



Asserted: any of the other states that is not refuted (demonstrated, probable or
possible).

These states are validated by the means of tests and declarations of external agents. If a
worker passes a test, then he probably has the skills tested at a determined level of proficiency.
On the contrary, if he fails a test, the state of the skill statement becomes refuted.
If there is a recommendation from an external agent, there is another fact that is taken into
consideration which is if the agent is trusted in the knowledge field related to the skill. If he is
trusted, the skill statement is set to probable and, if he is not, it is set to possible.

1.3.

Problem Statement

The objective of this project is to build an ontology model that serves as a Decision Support
System (DSS) for industrial workers’ competencies management.
In the context of the so-called fourth industrial revolution (abbreviating Industry 4.0),
several new technologies are starting to be applied to manufacturing. The SatisFactory Project,
financed by the European Union, aims to create smart factory environments in which workers
are highly satisfied. This final purpose would be achieved by the use of dynamic knowledge bases
and Decision Support Systems among other solutions.
It is a major issue for an enterprise to know at all times which is the potential of each of its
workers. Before thinking about hiring a new employee for a concrete job position that needs to
be covered, it would be better to first check if any of the current employees is prepared to work
in that position.
A job position requires from the worker to have some competencies or capabilities.
Following the path explained in the last paragraph, if an enterprise wants to know whether any
of his employees can exercise a determined profession, their competencies must be noted. But
worker’s competencies are not static, they can change. This is why a dynamic and flexible model
is needed to represent the potential of the employees of an enterprise.
Moreover, competencies are not always easy to define, leading to various elements that can
describe the same capability. Therefore, the model should also be able to relate elements that
are synonyms, so that if in the description of a job position a competency is required and a
worker has a capability which is in essence the same, but that is not expressed in the same terms,
it should be deduced that the worker has the required competency.
In this report, a dynamic model based on semantics technologies is presented. This model
will gather the capabilities of the current workers of a company and reason whether they are
capable of working in other job positions apart from their current one.
First, the proposed approach for the ontology-based model and the time plan and schedule
that have been followed during the development of this project will be presented. Then, the
model will be applied to a real case and, eventually, the results obtained will be discussed and
some conclusions extracted.
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2. PROPOSED APPROACH
The proposed model is centered on the management of existing assets of an enterprise.
Therefore, it should capture information from the working environment and bind it together in
a dynamic knowledge base. To do this properly, it is necessary to carefully select the classes and
relations that will be used. Some of the existing elements from the previously presented
ontology-based models will be reused and some others will be added in order to fulfill the
missing points that have been found.
The ontology modelling tool used for this project is Protégé, an open source application
developed by Stanford University. A brief explanation of this software and the nomenclature
that it uses can be found in the Appendix A of this report.

2.1.

Classes

The classes and subclasses used in the model are the following:


Activity: a concrete task that needs to be repeatedly performed in the current working
environment.



ActivityOccurrence: an event in time and space that serves as preparation for a certain
activity.



Capability: a skill or capacity of a worker.
o



MeasuredCapability: subclass of Capability. It is the combination of a capability and
a level of experience in that capability.


HighCapability: subclass of MeasuredCapability. It denotes a high level in a
concrete capability.



MediumCapability: subclass of MeasuredCapability. It denotes a medium level
in a concrete capability.



LowCapability: subclass of MeasuredCapability. It denotes a low level in a
concrete capability.

JobPosition: a post of employment.
o

MeasuredJobPosition: subclass of JobPosition. It stands for a job position with a
determined experience level.


ExperiencedJobPosition: subclass of MeasuredJobPosition. It denotes an
expertise level of experience in the development of a concrete job position.



IntermediateJobPosition: subclass of MeasuredJobPosition. It denotes an
intermediate level of experience in the development of a concrete job
position.

 NoviceJobPosition: subclass of MeasuredJobPosition. It denotes a novice level
of experience in the development of a concrete job position.


Worker: an employee.
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CandidateToMeasuredJobPosition: subclass of Worker. It includes all the workers
that are eligible (satisfy the requirements) for at least one MeasuredJobPosition.


CandidateToExperiencedJobPosition:
subclass
of
CandidateToMeasuredJobPosition. It includes all the workers that are eligible
for at least one ExperiencedJobPosition.



CandidateToIntermediateJobPosition:
subclass
of
CandidateToMeasuredJobPosition. It includes all the workers that are eligible
for at least one IntermediateJobPosition.



CandidateToNoviceJobPosition: subclass of CandidateToMeasuredJobPosition.
It includes all the workers that are eligible for at least one NoviceJobPosition.

Figure 3: Classes and subclasses of the model

In Figure 3, all the classes and subclasses used in the proposed model are represented. The
class owl:Thing is always the root node and, consequently, it is superclass of all the other classes
of the model. The symbol on the left of each class represents if it is a primitive class (plain colored
circle) or a defined class (three stripes circle).
Primitive classes consist of only necessary conditions, while defined classes have at least a
set of necessary and sufficient conditions. Classes Activity, Capability and JobPosition are
primitive and the rest (ActivityOccurrence, MeasuredCapability, HighCapability,
MediumCapability,
LowCapability,
MeasuredJobPosition,
ExperiencedJobPosition,
IntermediateJobPosition, NoviceJobPosition, Worker, CandidateToMeasuredJobPosition,
CandidateToExperiencedJobPosition,
CandidateToIntermediateJobPosition,
CandidateToNoviceJobPosition) are defined. The reason for this distinction is that individuals
belonging to the primitive classes will be defined by the enterprise or maybe deduced from
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another set of inference rules, but it is not the objective of this project to determine, for
instance, which roles can be considered as job positions. On the contrary, inference rules on
some classes are extremely important for the purpose of this model and, therefore, those
classes are defined.

2.2.

Object Properties

Object properties relate two classes. They are predicates of the canonical representation of
information, linking two elements which correspond to the subject and the object. More
information about them can be found on the Appendix A of this report.
The object properties of the presented model are the following:


hasCandidateWorker: it relates any individual of the class MeasuredJobPosition to one
or more individuals of the class Worker. It states that a specified job position can be
exercised with a certain level of proficiency by a set of workers.



canBeDoneBy: it relates any individual of the class Activity to a set of individuals of the
class MeasuredJobPosition. It states that a specific activity can only be carried out by a
concrete job position with a certain level of proficiency.



hasCurrentMeasuredJobPosition: it relates any individual of the class Worker to a set of
individuals of the class MeasuredJobPosition. It states that the concrete worker
currently has a job position in the enterprise and that he can exercise it with a specified
level of proficiency.



hasMeasuredCapability: it relates any individual of the class Worker to a set of
individuals of the class MeasuredCapability. It states that a worker has a capability with
a specified level.



isEligibleFor: it relates any individual of the class Worker to a set of individuals of the
class MeasuredJobPosition. It is the inverse property (see Appendix A) of
hasCandidateWorker. It states that a worker satisfies all the requirements to exercise a
certain job position with a specific level of proficiency.



isMeasuredCapabilityOf: it relates any individual of the class MeasuredCapability to an
individual of the class Capability. It is the property that relates a measured capability
(capability with a certain level) to the capability it is related to. It is therefore a functional
property (see Appendix A) because each measured capability can only be related via this
property to one capability.



isMeasuredJobPositionOf: it relates any individual of the class MeasuredJobPosition to
an individual of the class JobPosition. It is the property that relates a measured job
position (job position with a certain proficiency level) to the job position it is related to.
It is therefore a functional property because each measured job position can only be
related via this property to one job position.



isOccurrenceOf: it relates any individual of the class ActivityOccurrence to a set of
individuals of the class Activity. It states that an event in time and space is an occurrence
of a concrete activity and that, therefore, it serves as preparation for that activity.
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isRealizableByWorker: it relates any individual of the class Activity to a set of individuals
of the class Worker. It states that a concrete activity can be carried out by a set of
workers.



participatesIn: it relates any individual of the class Worker to a set of individuals of the
class ActivityOccurence. It states that a worker participated in an activity occurrence (a
concrete event in time and space that serves as preparation for an activity).



requiresCapability: it relates any individual of the class JobPosition to a set of individuals
of the class Capability. It states that some capabilities are needed to work in a certain
job position.



requiresMeasuredCapability: it relates any individual of the class MeasuredJobPosition
to a set of individuals of the class MeasuredCapability. It states that some capabilities
with a certain level are needed to develop a certain job position with a concrete level of
proficiency.

2.3.

Data Properties

Data properties relate classes to data values. They are also predicates in the canonical
representation of information but, this time, the object is a data value. Again, more information
about them can be found in the Appendix A of this report.


hasExperienceLevelMC: it relates an individual of the class MeasuredCapability to a data
value of type integer. It links a specified capability to an experience level. A level of 3
implies a high level in that capability, a level of 2 implies a medium level and a level of 1
implies a low level. It is a functional property since each measured capability can only
have a concrete experience level.



hasExperienceLevelMJP: it relates an individual of the class MeasuredJobPosition to a
data value of type integer. It links a job position to an expertise level. A level of 3 implies
an experienced level for that job position, a level of 2 implies an intermediate level and
a level of 1 implies a novice level. It is a functional property since every measured job
position can only have a particular experience level.

Property
hasExperienceLevelMC

hasExperienceLevelMJP

Value
3
2
1
3
2
1

Meaning
High
Medium
Low
Experienced
Intermediate
Novice

Table 2: Relation numerical values / experience levels

In Table 3, a summary of the properties that are used in the model is presented. Even
though the domain and range of the object properties were not explicitly defined in the
implementation of the model in Protégé, they are specified here for clarity purposes. The reason
why domain and range were not added in the model in Protégé is because in OWL they do not
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behave as constraints, but as axioms in reasoning, which can give unexpected classification
results (Horrdige, 2011).

Table 3: Summary of the properties of the model

2.4.

Representation of the Model and Class Membership Restrictions

The following schema represents the full ontology model with its classes and the relations
between them:

Figure 4: Classes and relations between them
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Figure 5: Color code for the properties and relations between classes

Figure 4 and Figure 5 summarize the different classes used in the model and how object
properties relate them one to another. In Figure 5 it is also explained for each object property if
it is utilized as an existential or some restriction or as a universal or only restriction (referred as
all in Figure 5). More information about existential and universal restrictions can be found in the
Appendix A of this report.
In Figure 5 it is also stated if each restriction is used as a regular necessary restriction for the
membership of the class (Subclass in Figure 5) or if it constitutes a necessary and sufficient
condition (Equivalent in Figure 5).
In Appendix B, the diagram represented in Figure 4 is divided in small pieces for clarity
purposes.
In order to give a clearer view of the requirements for the membership of each class, they
are explained in the following paragraphs.
The OWL class Activity has as necessary conditions for its individuals to have canBeDoneBy
relationships with only individuals of the OWL class MeasuredJobPosition and to have
isRealizableByWorker relationships with only members of the OWL class Worker. Those are in
fact the only two object properties for which an activity is the subject and they represent the
conditions needed to carry out an activity.
The OWL class ActivityOccurrence only has a membership condition which is indeed a
necessary and sufficient condition. It is that, as the name says, every individual of the OWL class
ActivityOccurrence must have an isOccurrenceOf relationship with some individual member of
the OWL class Activity.
The OWL class MeasuredCapability has two necessary and sufficient conditions that have to
be satisfied at the same time so that an individual can be a member of the class. Both
requirements correspond to the definition of MeasuredCapability which is a capability with a
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certain experience level. Consequently, these conditions are that a member of this OWL class
must have exactly one relationship along the property isMeasuredCapabilityOf to a member of
the OWL class Capability and exactly one relationship along the property hasExperienceLevelMC
to an integer data value. Both are stated as cardinality restrictions (see Appendix A for further
information) because for each capability and each experience level there is a measured
capability, so there is not any measured capability that refers to more than one capability or to
more than one experience level.
The three subclasses of MeasuredCapability are defined by the requirement of a concrete
experience level. Along the hasExperienceLevelMC property a value of 3 is needed for the
HighCapability OWL class, a value of 2 is needed for the MediumCapability OWL class and a value
of 1 is needed for the LowCapability OWL class.
The OWL class JobPosition only has a necessary condition along the requiresCapability
property which is that its members can only be related via that property to members of the OWL
class Capability. This relationship represents the requirements in terms of capabilities for a
worker to be able to exercise a job position.
For the OWL class MeasuredJobPosition, its definition marks the necessary and sufficient
conditions for the membership of this OWL class. As a measured job position is the combination
of a job position and an experience level, these conditions are that every member of the class
must be related to exactly one member of the OWL class JobPosition via the object property
isMeasuredJobPositionOf and via the data property hasExperienceLevelMJP to exactly one
integer data value. Members of this class may also have a requiresMeasuredCapability relation
with only members of the OWL class MeasuredCapability, defining the competencies and the
experience levels that are required to exercise that job position with a concrete proficiency level.
The subclasses of MeasuredJobPosition are defined by the requirement of a concrete
experience level. A value of 3 is needed for an ExperiencedJobPosition, a value of 2 is needed for
an IntermediateJobPosition and a value of 1 is needed for a NoviceJobPosition along the data
property hasExperienceLevelMJP.
As the model is centered on the current workers of an enterprise, the class Worker is defined
as the set of individuals that have at least one (some) relationship along the property
hasCurrentMeasuredJobPosition to a member of the class MeasuredJobPosition. There are also
some necessary conditions to be accomplished by the members of the class Worker which are
that they can only have hasMeasuredCapability relations to members of the class
MeasuredCapability, that they can only have isEligibleFor relations to individuals of the class
MeasuredJobPosition and that they can only have participatesIn relations to instances of
ActivityOccurrence.
The subclass of Worker called CandidateToMeasuredJobPosition is defined as the set of
workers that have at least one (some) relationship along the property isEligibleFor to an
individual of the class MeasuredJobPosition. Therefore, it contains all the workers that satisfy
the requirements of at least one job position. Its three subclasses are defined by requiring that
the
isEligibleFor
relation
is
to
an
ExperiencedJobPosition
(for
the
CandidateToExperiencedJobPosition),
to
an
IntermediateJobPosition
(for
the
CandidateToIntermediateJobPosition)
or
to
a
NoviceJobPosition
(for
the
CandidateToNoviceJobPosition).
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Figure 6: Restrictions of the class MeasuredJobPosition in Protégé

In Figure 6 and Figure 7 two examples of how these restrictions are implemented in Protégé
are shown. Figure 6 for the class MeasuredJobPosition and Figure 7 for the class
CandidateToIntermediateJobPosition.

Figure 7: Restrictions of the class CandidateToIntermediateJobPosition in Protégé

2.5.

Inference Rules

The ultimate objective of this model is to deduce which job positions can be exercised by
each of the workers of the enterprise and which activities can be carried out by each of them.
But, in order to arrive to these conclusions, some deductions have to be made from the original
knowledge base. These deductions come from the inference rules of the model.
For this project, the inference rules have been written in SWRL (Semantic Web Rule
Language) directly in the SWRL Tab of Protégé. A brief explanation of the SWRL syntax is given
in Appendix C of this report.
The rules that are needed to get the desired result are now explained.

2.5.1. R-1: Requirements of MeasuredJobPosition
This rule states that if a set of capabilities is required to perform a job position, then, in order
to exercise that job position with a concrete experience level (measured job position), it is
required to have those capabilities at the same experience level (measured capabilities).
This rule expressed in SWRL has the following form:
JobPosition(?jp) ^ MeasuredJobPosition(?mjp) ^ isMeasuredJobPositionOf(?mjp, ?jp) ^
MeasuredCapability(?mc2) ^ hasExperienceLevelMC(?mc2, ?el) ^ requiresCapability(?jp, ?c) ^
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isMeasuredCapabilityOf(?mc2,
?c)
requiresMeasuredCapability(?mjp, ?mc2)

^

2. Proposed Approach

hasExperienceLevelMJP(?mjp,

?el)

->

2.5.2. R-2: Current Job Position
This rule states that if a worker is currently working on a concrete job position with a certain
experience level, and that position at that level of experience requires having some capabilities
at a certain level of experience, then the worker has that capabilities at the required level.
The SWRL expression of the rule is the following:
hasCurrentMeasuredJobPosition(?w, ?mjp) ^ requiresMeasuredCapability(?mjp, ?mc) ^
Worker(?w) ^ MeasuredCapability(?mc) -> hasMeasuredCapability(?w, ?mc)

2.5.3. R-3: Participation in ActivityOccurrence
If a worker has participated in an occurrence of an activity, and that activity can only be
carried out by a worker with a certain experience level in a job position, and this job position
requires having some capabilities at a concrete experience level, then the worker has achieved
that experience level in those capabilities.
It can be expressed in SWRL as follows:
isOccurrenceOf(?ao, ?a) ^ canBeDoneBy(?a, ?mjp) ^ requiresMeasuredCapability(?mjp,
?mc) ^ Worker(?w) ^ participatesIn(?w, ?ao) -> hasMeasuredCapability(?w, ?mc)

2.5.4. R-4 Set of Rules: Eligibility of a Worker for a MeasuredJobPosition
In this case, a rule is needed for each MeasuredJobPosition, constituting a set of rules. This
is due to the fact that there is not a way in SWRL to express that a worker has to satisfy all the
requirements of a measured job position in order to be considered eligible for it if these
requirements are not enumerated one by one. That is why, since every measured job position
has its own requirements, a rule is needed for each of them.
Every rule should indicate that if a worker satisfies all the requirements (which are measured
capabilities) needed to work in a job position with a certain level (measured job position), then
that worker is eligible for that measured job position.
An example of one of these rules written in SWRL can be the following:
Worker(?w) ^ hasMeasuredCapability(?w, HighCollaborationAndCoordination) ^
hasMeasuredCapability(?w,
HighShopFloorFacilitiesMaintenanceKnowledge)
^
hasMeasuredCapability(?w, HighOverallTechnicalKnowledge) ^ hasMeasuredCapability(?w,
HighInformationSharing) ^ hasMeasuredCapability(?w, HighManagementOfShopFloor) ^
hasMeasuredCapability(?w,
HighTimeManagement)
->
isEligibleFor(?w,
ExperiencedMaintenanceManager)
This rule comes from the applied case that will be explained in the following section of this
report.
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When setting these rules, a consideration has to be taken into account which is that if a
worker has a capability at a high level, he should also satisfy the requirements of a measured
job position that requires that capability at a lower level. This annotation shows the need of an
additional rule, which will be R-5.

2.5.5. R-5: Experience Level Relationships
The solution found to solve this last problem is to infer that if a worker has a capability at a
concrete level of experience, then he also has that capability at all the levels that are lower to
the one he has.
This rule can be expressed in SWRL as follows:
hasMeasuredCapability(?w,
?mc)
^
isMeasuredCapabilityOf(?mc,
?c)
^
hasExperienceLevelMC(?mc, ?el) ^ MeasuredCapability(?mc2) ^ isMeasuredCapabilityOf(?mc2,
?c) ^ hasExperienceLevelMC(?mc2, ?el2) ^ Worker(?w) ^ swrlb:lessThan(?el2, ?el) ->
hasMeasuredCapability(?w, ?mc2)
As it can be seen, for the atom swrlb:lessThan, a SWRL library is used. Further information
about this library can be found in Appendix C of this report.

2.5.6. R-6: Candidates for Activities
This rule states that if a worker is eligible for a measured job position, and a concrete activity
can be carried out by that measured position, then that activity is realizable by that worker.
The SWRL expression of the rule is:
Activity(?a) ^ canBeDoneBy(?a, ?mjp) ^ Worker(?w) ^ isEligibleFor(?w, ?mjp) ->
isRealizableByWorker(?a, ?w)
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3. PROJECT PLAN

Figure 8: Gantt chart

In this section of the report, the time plan followed for the development of this project is
presented. Its representation in a Gantt Chart is given in Figure 8.
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Figure 9: Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) of the project

In Figure 9, the Work Breakdown Structure of this project is represented using tasks and
sub-tasks.
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4. CASE STUDY
The presented ontology-based model has been applied to a real case with data coming from
the SatisFactory Project.
In this section of the report, first the data taken from the case study will be exposed and
then the results obtained will be shown and explained using examples.

4.1.

Data Used

The first step in the implementation of the ontology model in the real case study is to
transfer all the information needed from the data base of the enterprise to a knowledge base
designed upon OWL and RDF.
In this applied case, six different job positions are considered. Each of them have a set of
requirements in terms of worker capabilities. There are in total twenty capabilities related to
the considered domain that will be taken into account. In Table 4 these capabilities are shown.
They will be added to the knowledge base as individuals of the class Capability.
Capabilities
1

Decision making

2

Overall manufacturing process knowledge

3

Human Resource management

4

Administration

5

Management of shop floor

6

Collaboration and coordination

7

Time management

8

Plant operations knowledge

9

Monitoring systems use

10 Plant operation management
11 Overall technical knowledge
12 Shop floor facilities maintenance knowledge
13 High incident response rate
14 Plant maintenance planning
15 Automation software use
16 Plant setup tools use
17 Malfunctions handling
18 Information sharing
19 Malfuctions recognition and report
20 Plant safety measures knowledge
Table 4: Capabilities

Each of the six job positions will also be added as individuals of the class JobPosition. The
requirements in terms of capabilities for each of them are also present in the database and they
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are modelled by predicates requiresCapability. In Table 5 the six job positions and their
respective requirements are shown.

Floor Manager
1 Decision making
2 Overall manufacturing process knowledge
3 Human Resource management
4 Administration
5 Management of shop floor
6 Collaboration and coordination
Maintenance Supervisor
3 Human Resource management
6 Collaboration and coordination
8 Plant operations knowledge
11 Overall technical knowledge
13 High incident response rate
14 Plant maintenance planning
18 Information sharing
Process Operator
6 Collaboration and coordination
7 Time management
9 Monitoring systems use
13 High incident response rate
16 Plant setup tools use
19 Malfuctions recognition and report
20 Plant safety measures knowledge

Process Supervisor
1 Decision making
2 Overall manufacturing process knowledge
3 Human Resource management
4 Administration
7 Time management
8 Plant operations knowledge
9 Monitoring systems use
10 Plant operation management

Maintenance Manager
5 Management of shop floor
6 Collaboration and coordination
7 Time management
11 Overall technical knowledge
12 Shop floor facilities maintenance knowledge
18 Information sharing
Process Technician
6 Collaboration and coordination
13 High incident response rate
12 Shop floor facilities maintenance knowledge
15 Automation software use
16 Plant setup tools use
17 Malfunctions handling

Table 5: Job positions with requirements

The workers of the enterprise are shown in Table 6. Their current positions and experience
levels are also known.
Workers
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Position
Floor Manager
Process Supervisor
Maintenance Manager
Maintenance Supervisor
Process Operator
Process Operator
Process Operator
Process Operator
Process Operator
Process Operator
Process Technician

Experience
Level
Experienced
Experienced
Experienced
Experienced
Novice
Experienced
Experienced
Experienced
Trainee
Experienced
Novice

Table 6: Workers and their measured job position
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For each one of the capabilities of Table 4, three measured capabilities are created: one for
each level of experience (low, medium and high). Similarly, for each job position of Table 5, three
measured job positions are created, but this time with the labels experienced, intermediate and
novice. They correspond to the experience levels shown in Table 6 Experienced, Trainee and
Novice.
The data from Table 6 is modelled by the use of hasCurrentPosition relations between each
worker and the corresponding individual of the class MeasuredJobPosition.
The database of the case study also contains the activities that are regularly carried out in
the working environment. They are related to a job position with a level of experience, which
are required to perform each activity. These data can be found in the Appendix D of this report.
It is also specified how the nomenclature used for the instances in Protégé corresponds to the
actual activities of the applied case.
The canBeDoneBy object property is used to relate each one of the activities of the database
presented in Appendix D to the job position and experience level that are required to
successfully carry it out.
Finally, to complete the knowledge base, an individual of the class ActivityOccurrence is
created for each individual of the class Activity. And, obviously, they have been related to each
other via the object property isOccurrenceOf.

4.2.

Obtained Results

In this section of the report, the deductions made by the reasoner from the knowledge base
and the inference rules used are exposed. Two workers have been chosen to explain the
inferences made by the model. These are the first and the third workers from Table 6, that in
the model are represented by the individuals W1 and W3.
Worker W1 is currently an experienced floor manager and W3 an experienced maintenance
manager, which means that W1 hasCurrentMeasuredPosition ExperiencedFloorManager and
that W3 hasCurrentMeasuredJobPosition ExperiencedMaintenanceManager.
From the rule R-1, it should be deduced that if a job position requires some capabilities, then
an experienced level in that job position will require a high level in all of those capabilities.

Figure 10: Property assertions of ExperiencedFloorManager
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Figure 11: Property assertions of ExperiencedMaintenanceManager

Figure 10 and Figure 11 show that for the individuals ExperiencedFloorManager and
ExperiecedMaintenanceManager it is inferred that they require a high level of experience in the
capabilities that are needed for their respective job positions (shown in Table 5). The property
assertions that come from the data given for the case study are in bold while the inferred
relations are in a flesh-colored background. The results of the rule R-1 are the
requiresMeasuredCapability assertions. The hasCandidateWorker inferences will be explained
later.
From the rules R-2, R-3 and R-5, all the measured capabilities that each worker has should
be deduced via the predicate hasMeasuredCapability. As both workers have a current measured
job position, R-2 states that they must have the measured capabilities that are required for their
respective measured job position. Therefore, W1 should be associated via the object property
hasMeasuredCapability to all of the measured capabilities that are required for an
ExperiencedFloorManager and W3 to those required for an ExperiencedMaintenanceManager.
In order to test the validity of the model, since in the database there was not any information
about the learning courses or other activity occurrences that each worker may have participated
in, some arbitrary participatesIn relations have been added to the knowledge base. Concretely,
W1 has been associated via the participatesIn predicate to the activity occurrences AO_BSC51_A10, AO_BSC5-1_A1 and AO_BSC5-1_A14; and W3 to AO_BSC5-3_A9. The inferences that the
reasoner deduced based on these statements and the rule R-3 will be explained carefully for
each worker since they are not evident:


AO_BSC5-1_A10 is an activity occurrence of the activity BSC5-1_A10 which can only be
carried out by an ExperiencedProcessTechnician, AO_BSC5-1_A1 is an activity
occurrence of the activity BSC5-1_A1 which can only be carried out by an
ExperiencedProcessOperator and AO_BSC5-1_A14 is an activity occurrence of the
activity BSC5-1_A14 which can be carried out by a NoviceMaintenanceSupervisor.
Therefore, R-3 states that W1 must have the measured capabilities that are required for
an ExperiencedProcessTechnician, an ExperiencedProcessOperator and a
NoviceMaintenanceSupervisor.



AO_BSC5-3_A9 is an activity occurrence of the activity BSC5-3_A9 which can be carried
out by an IntermediateProcessSupervisor. Consequently, from the inference rule R-3, it
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can be deduced that W3 must have the measured capabilities that are required for an
IntermediateProcessSupervisor.
Rule R-5 states that if a worker has a measured capability with a high experience level, then
he must also have that measured capability at the low and medium experience levels; and that
if he has it at a medium level, then he also must have it at a low experience level. Therefore, if
the inference rules work correctly, the object property assertions of W1 and W3 should satisfy
this condition.
Figure 12 and Figure 13 show that both workers W1 and W3 have the correct relationships
along the object property hasMeasuredCapability. Consequently, it is proved that rules R-2, R-3
and R-5 give the desired results.
From the rule R-4, the measured job positions for which each worker is eligible should be
inferred.
In Figure 12 it can be seen that worker W1 has been associated via the isEligibleFor object
property to the measured job positions ExperiencedProcessTechnician (and, therefore, also to
IntermediateProcessTechnician and NoviceProcessTechnician), ExperiencedProcessOperator
(and to IntermediateProcessOperator and NoviceProcessOperator), ExperiencedFloorManager
(and to IntermediateFloorManager and NoviceFloorManager), NoviceMaintenanceManager
and NoviceMaintenanceSupervisor. It is remarkable that without having participated in any
activity occurrence related to a maintenance manager, the model has deduced that worker W1
has the required competencies to be eligible for NoviceMaintenanceManager. From the
measured capabilities that worker W1 has, it can be checked in Table 5 that he does accomplish
the requirements to be eligible for all of the mentioned measured job positions.
In Figure 13: Property assertions for worker W3 it is shown that worker W3 is inferred to be
eligible for the measured job positions ExperiencedMaintenanceManager (and, consequently,
also
to
IntermediateMaintenanceManager
and
NoviceMaintenanceManager),
IntermediateProcessSupervisor
(and
to
NoviceProcessSupervisor)
and
IntermediateFloorManager (and NoviceFloorManager). As happened with W1, the model has
been able to associate W3 to a measured job position (IntermediateFloorManager) without
having participated in any activity occurrence related to that job position. It can be checked in
Table 5: Job positions with requirements that the measured job positions for which worker W3
has been considered eligible are correct.
Rule R-4 also infers relationships along the object property hasCandidateWorker. This
predicate is the inverse property (see Appendix A for more information about inverse
properties) of isEligibleFor and, therefore, all of the measured job positions for which a worker
has been deduced to be eligible for, should be related to the worker via the property
hasCandidateWorker.
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Figure 12: Property assertions for worker W1
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Figure 13: Property assertions for worker W3
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Figure 14: Property assertions of IntermediateProcessTechnician

In Figure 14, the inferred relation hasCandidateWorker W1 can be seen for the measured
job position IntermediateProcessTechnician.
Rule R-6 states that if a worker is eligible for a measured job position and that if that
measured job position can carry out an activity, then this activity can be done by that worker.
Applied to W1 and W3, this means that all of the activities related to the measured job positions
for which W1 and W3 are eligible, can be done by them.

Figure 15: Property assertions of the activity ET_A14

Figure 15 shows an example of an activity that can be carried out by worker W1 since he is
eligible for NoviceProcessTechnician and in Figure 16 it can be seen that worker W3 can carry
out an activity for which the measured job position IntermediateProcessSupervisor is required.

Figure 16: Property assertions of the activity BSC5-3_A9
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5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In the current globalized economic environment, an optimal Human Resource management
is of vital importance for every enterprise. Since competition is constantly increasing in all
sectors and, clearly, minimizing the costs can suppose a high advantage for a company, an
excellent management of the current human resources is increasingly becoming an objective to
be achieved.
In a manufacturing enterprise context, since workers are constantly learning, it is critical to
know at every moment who is capable of carrying out a concrete activity. Therefore, high
flexibility and an easy access to information are necessary qualities of the knowledge base of
the company. Succeeding in this issue is part of the mission of SatisFactory Project, financed by
the European Union.
While traditional databases are generally noncompatible and unadaptable to new changes,
the construction of a knowledge base that uses semantic technologies facilitates data
interoperability and the integration of new knowledge. The use of semantic technologies also
permits to associate different expressions that refer to the same individual, which can be of
special relevance when defining competencies, since they are abstract concepts that might
admit several different definitions.
In this document, an ontology-based model for competency management was presented
and applied to a shop-floor environment case study. All the classes, properties and inference
rules that constitute the model were exposed and proved to work through a real use case. It was
demonstrated that the proposed model has a high reasoning capability and that it arrives at the
three desired results, which are knowing at all times:


Which are the capabilities of each worker.



Which job positions they can exercise with a concrete proficiency level.



Which activities they can carry out.

From the point of view of contribution to knowledge, the semantics and inference rules used
serve to further develop the applied ontologies to Human Resource management. Newly
created ontology elements have been combined with those coming from other sources to form
the resulting model.
The contribution to practice of this document is mostly the use of these promising new
technologies to industrial workers’ competency management, which implies having the
advantages that have just been exposed. It is also remarkable that this project, through the
application to a real case study, serves as proof of the feasibility and convenience of the use of
ontology-based models in this field. It is of special importance now to spread similar projects so
that leading companies start considering the possibility of implementing models of this sort to
their Human Resource management.
Future work would include improving the semantics of the OWL classes and properties used
to remove any ambiguities, testing the validity of the model for other environments apart from
a manufacturing facility and adapting the proposed ontology to also serve as a Decision Support
System in Human Resource recruiting.
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APPENDIX A

Protégé and OWL Ontologies
This appendix contains further information about the terminology used in Protégé and about
the ontology language OWL (Horrdige, 2011).

A.1. About OWL
The Ontology Web Language (OWL) is an ontology language developed by the World Wide
Web Consortium Web Ontology Working Group. It is built from the RDF (Resource Description
Framework) and its purpose is to share ontologies in the web. The logical model that it is based
on allows the use of a reasoner that checks if the stated relations are consistent and deduces
new relations between elements.

A.2. Components of Protégé OWL Ontologies
A.2.1. Individuals
Individuals represent objects in the domain that is being considered. OWL does not consider
the Unique Name Assumption (UNA) which means that two different names could refer to the
same individual if the contrary is not explicitly said.

A.2.2. Classes
A class is a set of individuals, usually organized in taxonomies that can be subjected to
inheritance mechanisms. They are described using formal statements that constitute the
requirements for the membership of a class. The terminology used to describe classes in Protégé
is the following:


Disjoint classes: two or more classes are disjoint from each other if an individual cannot
be part of more than one of them at the same time.



Restriction: it describes a requirement for the membership of the class based on the
relations that the members of the class must participate in. There are three main
categories of restrictions:
o

Quantifier restrictions: they are constituted by the existential or some restrictions
(those that impose that the individuals of the class must participate in at least one
relationship along a concrete property to an individual of a specified class) and by
the universal or only restrictions (those that impose that the individuals of the
class only have relationships along a concrete property to individuals of a
specified class).
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o

Cardinality restrictions: they impose that the individuals of the class must have a
specified exact, maximum or minimum number of relations with other individuals
along that property.

o

Has value restrictions: they impose that the individuals of the class must have at
least one relationship along a concrete property to a specific individual.



Primitive class: a class which is defined by only using necessary conditions.



Defined class: a class which is defined by the use of necessary and sufficient conditions.
In order for the reasoner to be able to infer individuals into a class, this class must be a
defined class.



Enumerated class: a class defined by the set of individuals that it contains.

A.2.3. Properties
They are the predicates of the canonical representation of information, linking two
individuals which correspond to the subject and the object. There are two main kinds of
properties:




Object properties: they relate two individuals. There are several characteristics that
these properties can have:
o

Inverse properties: a property is the inverse of another if it relates the object of
the other property, being the subject now, to the subject of the other property,
which becomes the object now.

o

Functional properties: a property is functional if for each individual there cannot
be more than one individual related to it along this property.

o

Inverse functional property: a property is inverse functional if its inverse property
is functional.

o

Transitive property: a transitive property that relates individual x to individual y
and individual y to individual z also relates individual x to individual z.

o

Symmetric property: a symmetric property that relates two individuals also
relates them in the inverse order.

o

Asymmetric property: an asymmetric property that relates two individuals cannot
relate them in the inverse order.

o

Reflexive property: it must relate an individual to itself.

o

Irreflexive property: it cannot relate an individual to itself.

Data properties: they relate an individual to a data value. From the characteristics
explained, data properties can only be functional.
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Detailed Representations of the Proposed Ontology

Figure 17: Property assertions coming from the database of the enterprise

Figure 18: Relations to be inferred by the model
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SWRL
The Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) is a rule language based on OWL elements. Rules
written in SWRL are easy to understand because they consist of a set of conditions and a set of
implications.
A general SWRL rule has the following form:
atom ^ atom ^ … -> atom ^ atom ^ …
Where ^ is the conjunction symbol (logic and) and -> is the implication symbol. If all the
atoms on the left of the implication are true then all the atoms on the right of the implication
must be true.
The atoms of SWRL can be of seven different types: class atoms, individual property atoms,
data valued property atoms, different individuals atoms, same individual atoms, built-in atoms
and data range atoms.
A class atom consists of an OWL class and an argument that represents an individual. When
evaluated, it is true if the individual is contained in that OWL class. An example would be:
Worker(?w). Variables are written with an identifier (in this case w) preceded by a ? character.
An individual property atom consists of an OWL object property with two arguments
representing individuals. The first acts as the subject and the second as the object of the
relationship along the object property as predicate. An example would be:
requiresCapability(?jp, ?c) which is true if the individual represented by ?jp requires a capability
?c.
A data valued property atom consists of an OWL data property with two arguments, the
first representing the OWL individual that is the subject of the expression and the second being
a data value which is the object. Two examples would be hasExperienceLevelMC(?mc, ?el) or
hasExperienceLevelMC(?mc, 3).
A different individuals atom is true if the two OWL individuals represented in the
arguments are different from each other. Some examples would be: differentFrom(?a, ?b) or
differentFrom(?a, Tom). This second one would be true if ?a is not Tom.
A same individual atom is true if the two OWL individuals represented in the arguments
are the same one. Some examples would be: sameAs(?a, ?b) or sameAs(Tommy, Tom). This
second one would be true if Tommy and Tom represent the same individual (it must be
remembered that OWL does not take the Unique Name Assumption).
When working with the sameAs predicate during this project, it has been noted that it
increases critically the computational time needed for the reasoner to work if both arguments
are variables. Therefore, an expression of the following form:
Activity(?a) ^ canBeDoneBy(?a, ?mjp) ^ Worker(?w) ^ isEligibleFor(?w, ?mjp2) ^
sameAs(?mjp, ?mjp2) -> isRealizableByWorker(?a, ?w)
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will drastically increase the reasoner’s working time. On the contrary, an expression like the
following is a much better option if the individuals of interest of the ontology are stated to be
different from each other:
Activity(?a) ^ canBeDoneBy(?a, ?mjp) ^ Worker(?w) ^ isEligibleFor(?w, ?mjp) ->
isRealizableByWorker(?a, ?w)
A data range atom consists of a datatype name or a set of values and an argument that
represents a data value. Some examples would be: xsd:int(?a) or [1, 2, 3,](?a).
A built-in atom is user-defined predicate that takes some arguments and results to true if
the predicate is satisfied by the arguments. There are some built-in atoms already defined for
some typical needs. These are contained in the SWRL Built-In Proposal, concretely in the file
swrlb.owl, and they are preceded by the string swrlb:. Other built-in libraries could be designed
by the user, but in this project only the already defined built-in atoms are used.
The built-in atoms contained in the SWRL Built-in Proposal are classified in seven different
groups. Since it is not the objective of this project to explain the role of each of them, just a list
of the existing built-in atoms of each category is provided:


Built-Ins for
Comparisons: swrlb:equal,
swrlb:notEqual,
swrlb:lessThan,
swrlb:lessThanOrEqual, swrlb:greaterThan, swrlb:greaterThanOrEqual.



Math
Built-Ins:
swrlb:add,
swrlb:subtract,
swrlb:multiply,
swrlb:divide,
swrlb:integerDivide, swrlb:mod, swrlb:pow, swrlb:unaryPlus, swrlb:unaryMinus,
swrlb:abs, swrlb:ceiling, swrlb:floor, swrlb:round, swrlb:roundHalfToEven, swrlb:sin,
swrlb:cos, swrlb:tan.



Built-Ins for Boolean Values: swrlb:booleanNot.



Built-Ins for Strings: swrlb:stringEqualIgnoreCase, swrlb:stringConcat, swrlb:substring,
swrlb:stringLength,
swrlb:normalizeSpace,
swrlb:uppercase,
swrlb:lowercase,
swrlb:translate,
swrlb:contains,
swrlb:containsIgnoreCase,
swrlb:startsWith,
swrlb:endsWith,
swrlb:substringBefore,
swrlb:substringAfter,
swrlb:matches,
swrlb:replace, swrlb:tokenize.



Built-Ins
for
Date,
Time
and
Duration:
swrlb:yearMonthDuration,
swrlb:dayTimeDuration,
swrlb:dateTime,
swrlb:date,
swrlb:time,
swrlb:addYearMonthDurations,
swrlb:subtractYearMonthDurations,
swrlb:multiplyYearMonthDuration,
swrlb:divideYearMonthDuration,
swrlb:addDayTimeDurations,
swrlb:subtractDayTimeDurations,
swrlb:multiplyDayTimeDuration, swrlb:divideDayTimeDuration, swrlb:subtractDates,
swrlb:subtractTimes,
swrlb:addYearMonthDurationToDateTime,
swrlb:addDayTimeDurationToDateTime,
swrlb:subtractYearMonthDurationFromDateTime,
swrlb:subtractDayTimeDurationFromDateTime, swrlb:addYearMonthDurationToDate,
swrlb:addDayTimeDurationToDate,
swrlb:subtractYearMonthDurationFromDate,
swrlb:subtractDayTimeDurationFromDate,
swrlb:addDayTimeDurationToTime,
swrlb:subtractDayTimeDurationFromTime,
swrlb:subtractDateTimesYieldingYearMonthDuration,
swrlb:subtractDateTimesYieldingDayTimeDuration.



Built-Ins for URIs: swrlb:resolveURI, swrlb:anyURI.
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Built-Ins for Lists: swrlb:listConcat, swrlb:listIntersection, swrlb:listSubtraction,
swrlb:member, swrlb:length, swrlb:first, swrlb:rest, swrlb:sublist, swrlb:empty.
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APPENDIX D

Study Case Activities
Name in
Protégé

Topology

BSC5-1_A1
BSC5-1_A2
BSC5-1_A3
BSC5-1_A4
BSC5-1_A5
BSC5-1_A6
BSC5-1_A7
BSC5-1_A8
BSC5-1_A9
BSC5-1_A10
BSC5-1_A11
BSC5-1_A12
BSC5-1_A13
BSC5-1_A14

BSC 5.1 Replacement of a malfunctioning heating resistance
BIOCAT
Trace/Identify of the problem
BIOCAT
Verification of the problem and decide the assets and tools that will be used
BIOCAT
Checks the electrical schematics
BIOCAT
Checks the state of the alarm
BIOCAT
Perform actions at the SCADA to allow the repair procedures (and observe the behaviour (result))
BIOCAT
Perform preparatory actions (eg removes the fuse and respective wiring )
BIOCAT
Perform appropriate actions depending on the alarm type (HIHI, LOLO) and status of components
BIOCAT
Restores the components to the proper state at the electrical cabinet (Connects back the fuse)
BIOCAT
Perform next level tests (Removes the wires of the resistor and measures the resistor)
BIOCAT
Perform actions to repair the resistance at the cabinet or to reconnect it (If damaged then replace)
BIOCAT
Releases the process for normal use
BIOCAT
Enables normal state at the SCADA - Starts auto function and gives feedback
BIOCAT
Verifies that normal operation for a period of time
BIOCAT
Views reports of the task and outcome of the procedure

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Process Operator
Process Technician
Electrical Technician
Automation Technician
Automation Technician
Electrical Technician
Electrical Technician
Electrical Technician
Electrical Technician
Process Technician
Electrical Technician
Automation Technician
Process Operator
Maintenance Supervisor

Experienced
Experienced
Novice
Novice
Experienced
Experienced
Novice
Experienced
Novice
Experienced
Trainee
Novice
Trainee
Novice

BSC5-2_A1
BSC5-2_A2
BSC5-2_A3
BSC5-2_A4
BSC5-2_A5
BSC5-2_A6
BSC5-2_A7
BSC5-2_A8
BSC5-2_A9
BSC5-2_A10
BSC5-2_A11

BSC 5.2 Start-up procedures of VB01 Hydrocracking pilot plant
VB01
Unit Preparation from th UI of the control PC
VB01
Preparation of feed container
VB01
Connection of container to unit
VB01
Valve and weight tank control
VB01
Start of Feedstock Loading
VB01
Feedstock loading and temperature control
VB01
End of Feedstock Loading
VB01
Valve closing
VB01
Pressure control
VB01
Feedstock Recycling
VB01
Cleaning Procedure after feedstock loading

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

IT Technician
Process Operators
Process Operators
Process Operators
Process Operators
Process Operators
Process Operators
Process Operators
Process Technician
Process Operators
Process Operators

Novice
Trainee
Novice
Novice
Experienced
Experienced
Experienced
Novice
Experienced
Novice
Trainee

BSC5-3_A1
BSC5-3_A2
BSC5-3_A3
BSC5-3_A4
BSC5-3_A5
BSC5-3_A6
BSC5-3_A7
BSC5-3_A8
BSC5-3_A9

BSC 5.3 Switching pilot plant operation from methane steam reforming to ethane oxidative dehydration
SynGas
Replace mass flow controllers
SynGas
Calibrate mass flows and update the new ranges
SynGas
Mount gas bottles and mass flows
SynGas
Change the valves
SynGas
Switch I/O and update alarms
SynGas
Change method on the chromatograph and perform check
SynGas
Perform pressure tests
SynGas
Check the requirements
SynGas
Analyse the test results

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Process Technician
Control Technician
Process Technician
Process Operator
Control Technician
Process Operator
Process Technician
Process Operator
Process Supervisor

Novice
Experienced
Trainee
Experienced
Experienced
Novice
Novice
Experienced
Trainee

ET_A1
ET_A2
ET_A3
ET_A4
ET_A5
ET_A6
ET_A7
ET_A8
ET_A9
ET_A10
ET_A11
ET_A12
ET_A13
ET_A14
ET_A15
ET_A16
ET_A17
ET_A18
ET_A19
ET_A20
ET_A21
ET_A22
ET_A23

Extra Tasks
FCC
FCC Level control of Air zero Gas Tanks
FCC
FCC Horiba filter replacement
FCC
FCC Oil WTM-2 Replacement
InfrastructureSupport of Data infrastructure of the pilot plants - Backup LTO tapes
FCC
Remove and clean trim PV501
BIOCAT
Open REA701 and D701 cleaning
FCC
Maintenance of R101 Injector
FCC
Resistor 102A stop working
BIOCAT
Replacement of HV85 to High Temperature Valve
BIOCAT
Configuration of Data exchange service
VB01
Change valve seat, cleaning sensor and calibrating MFC
FCC
TE405A temperature lower than Set Point with Analog output opening of TY405 at 100%
HDS
Installation of thermocouple 93
BIOCAT
Resistance installation on output line of reactor
VB01
SLA5850S Check at Calibration Room. Opens and closes valve according calibration.
VB01
Injection with double syringe
BIOCAT
Service actuator at Chromatograph GC215
FCC
Replacement of TSS102A
FCAUTO
Maintain web service for data sharing
HYSOLGEN Hydrogen cylinders change
HYSOLGEN Fill-in the water purification subsystem
HYSOLGEN Verify electrolysis operation for hydrogen production
HYSOLGEN Inverter readapt after failure to pump hydrogen

Electrical Technician
Electrical Technician
Electrical Technician
IT Technician
Proccess Technician
Proccess Technician
Electrical Technician
Automation Technician
Proccess Technician
IT Technician
Automation Technician
Automation Technician
Automation Technician
Proccess Technician
Automation Technician
Automation Technician
Automation Technician
Automation Technician
IT Technician
Proccess Technician
Proccess Technician
Automation Technician
Electrical Technician

Experienced
Novice
Experienced
Novice
Experienced
Experienced
Experienced
Experienced
Experienced
Experienced
Experienced
Experienced
Novice
Novice
Experienced
Experienced
Experienced
Experienced
Experienced
Experienced
Novice
Novice
Experienced

Task Name

Sequence Actor/Role required

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Experience
level needed

Table 7: Database of activities and measured job positions required for each of them (source: SatisFactory Project)
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APPENDIX E

Price Quote
The costs are divided into three different parts: material resources cost, software resources
cost and human resources cost.
In the following table, the material resources cost can be found:
MATERIAL RESOURCES
Depreciation of the personal computer
Reports printing
SUBTOTAL

100 €
25 €
125 €

Table 8: Material resources Budget

All the depreciation coefficients used in Table 8 and Table 9 have been taken from (Agencia
Tributaria, 2015).
For this project, some paying software has been used. The costs associated can be found in
the following table:
SOFTWARE RESOURCES
Depreciation of the License Office 365 University
Depreciation of the SmartSheet License
SUBTOTAL

26.07 €
24.95 €
51.02 €

Table 9: Software resources budget

But, clearly, the most important part of the costs of this project come from human
resources. An estimate budget for this part can be found in Table 10.
Since the project was carried out in Switzerland, the hourly rates of the author, the EPFL
supervisor and the EPFL responsible collaborator are estimated taking as reference a typical
salary in Switzerland for an intern student, for a university professor and for a phD student,
respectively. On the contrary, the UPM supervisor’s hourly rate is estimated taking as reference
a typical salary for an engineering university professor in Spain (Seguridad Social, 2017).
The social security contributions are also distinguished depending on the country (Spain or
Switzerland), using for the cost estimate only the contribution of the enterprise. For Switzerland,
the percentage of this contribution on the gross salary of the employee is a 6.225 % (Office
Fédéral des Assurances Sociales, 2017) and in Spain it is a 23.60 % (Seguridad Social, 2017).
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HUMAN RESOURCES
Dedication Hourly rate
Gross salary

Author
EPFL
Supervisor
(Prof.
Kiritsis)
EPFL
Responsible
Collaborator
(Damiano
Arena)
UPM
Supervisor
(Prof. Caro)
SUBTOTAL

Social security
contribution
(enterprise)

Appendix E

360 h

19 €/h

6840 €

6.225 %

Total cost
(salary + social
security
contribution)
7265.79 €

10 h

40 €/h

400 €

6.225 %

424.90 €

30 h

25 €/h

750 €

6.225 %

796.69 €

5h

29 €/h

145 €

23.60 %

179.22 €
8666.60 €

Table 10: Human resources budget

A summary of the different costs can be found in the next table. An additional “other costs”
line has been added which should include the costs related to the salaries of the direction of the
enterprise, the electricity, the amortization of the establishment, etc.
COST ESTIMATE
Material Resources
Software resources
Human Resources
Other Costs
TOTAL without TVA
TOTAL including TVA (8%)

125 €
51.02 €
8666.60 €
1100 €
9942.62 €
10738.03 €

Table 11: Cost estimate summary

As calculated, the cost estimate for this project is 10,738.03 €.
But the quote should also include the profit, which is set to a value of 10 % of the final price
(including tax). Taking this into consideration, the final price quote for this project is:

11,931.14 €
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APPENDIX F

Environmental and Socioeconomic Impacts Assessment
F.1. Socioeconomic Impact
As it has been exposed in this project, the application of an ontology-based model
combined with the use of semantic technologies to the field of human resources management
might reduce considerably the costs associated to this function, since it facilitates critically the
treatment of knowledge and the continuous analysis of the workers’ capabilities.
Reducing costs makes an enterprise more efficient and competitive. For a country, having
efficient enterprises is crutial since it creates richness and prosperity. Efficient enterprises are
stronger and, therefore, they grow faster, they hire new employees and, consequently, they
reduce the unemployment of the region they are placed in.
A reduction of costs might also lead to a decrease in the prices of their products, in case of
a competitive environment, which brings evident advantages for the customer.
From another perspective, the higher efficiency of an enterprise could mean giving
additional services or products with a higher quality for the same price, which would also imply
having better customer experiences.
From a technological point of view, reducing costs and, therefore, having a greater margin
could allow enterprises to get updated more easily to the newest technologies available,
boosting the development of new techniques and methods, and contributing to scientific
development.
From the point of view of the workers of the enterprise, the implementation of the
proposed model should be received as an increase of the opportunities to promote to a position
of more responsibility. This could enhance the interest on formation courses, leading to an
attitude of learning and improvement. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that the degree of
happiness of the workers of a company plays an important role in its productivity, which would
reinforce the socioeconomic impacts associated to a more efficient enterprise that have been
presented in the last paragraphs.

F.2. Environmental Impact
The environmental impact of the implementation of the proposed model also comes from
the improvement of the efficiency of the enterprise. Reducing costs improves the adaptability
of the enterprise to new technologies which can be more beneficial for the environment. It
would also facilitate and boost the process of adaptation to possible new laws and policies of
reduced emissions of pollutants, since having a lower economic pressure than other enterprises
is always an advantage when facing changes.
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In the case of a shop-floor environment, it is clear that using the newest technologies can
reduce the amount of lost material and the energy consumption, both effects giving benefits for
the environment.
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APPENDIX G

Professional Responsibility

During the development of every engineering project it is necessary to respect some ethical
and professional rules which guarantee a correct behavior of the engineer with respect to the
rest of the society.
When working on the proposed model, special relevance has been given to some points
which have been always kept in mind:


Veracity: all the aspects of the project must be true, including the qualitative
judgements.



Divulgation of knowledge: the new knowledge and advantages derived from every
project must be shared so that society can profit from their benefits.



Contribution to scientific progress: every engineer should be responsible of
contributing to the progress of science by his work.



Contribution to social welfare: every project should give priority to the wellbeing of
the people affected by it, and improve it within its possibilities.



Protection of the environment: engineering projects should contribute to the
sustainability of the natural resources and to the preservation of the environment.



Confidentiality of some data: the confidentiality rights should be respected.



Avoid plagiarism: intellectual and industrial property must be respected in every
project. The engineer should be completely committed in order to guarantee that
there are not any infringements to this principle in his work.
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